The coupled lattice and charge dynamics induced by phonon excitation in polycrystalline acetylsalicylic acid (aspirin) are mapped by femtosecond x-ray powder diffraction. The hybrid-mode character of the 0.9 6 0.1 THz methyl rotation in the aspirin molecules is evident from collective charge relocations over distances of some 100 pm, much larger than the sub-picometer nuclear displacements. Oscillatory charge relocations around the methyl group generate a torque on the latter, thus coupling electronic and nuclear motions.
I. INTRODUCTION
The interplay of electronic and nuclear motions in molecular systems is at the heart of numerous processes in physics and chemistry. In the ultrafast time domain, coherent nuclear motions have been induced by broadband vibrational and/or vibronic excitations. A vibrational wavepacket represents a nonstationary coherent superposition of quantum states in a potential determined by the electronic structure of the molecule. In the most elementary case described by the Born-Oppenheimer picture, the wavepacket undergoes a periodic oscillation in a timeindependent electronic potential, i.e., nuclear and electronic motions are decoupled with a negligible impact of the nuclear motions on the shape of the vibrational potential. The coherent motion is eventually damped by vibrational decoherence induced, e.g., by the coupling of the molecule to an external bath.
A different regime of electronic and nuclear motions exists in polar and/or ionic molecular crystals with strong internal electric fields between the molecular (sub)units. The internal fields represent a major component of the total field acting locally on the individual molecular groups. As a result, the subtle nuclear rearrangements connected with vibrational excitations induce a pronounced relocation of electronic charge, in order to minimize the electrostatic energy of the crystal. Femtosecond x-ray diffraction has been applied to make such behavior directly visible. [1] [2] [3] In the prototype material potassium dihydrogen phosphate (KH 2 PO 4 , KDP), coherent vibrational motions along a transverse-optical (TO) phonon coordinate induce a relocation of electronic charge within the PO 4 groups and, to lesser extent, between the K þ ion and the PO 4 groups. 2, 3 The length scale of charge relocation is on the order of 100 pm, i.e., a chemical bond length, while the nuclear elongations along the TO phonon coordinate are in the sub-picometer range. This hybrid character of the TO phonon is very similar to the behavior of low-frequency soft-modes in crystalline ferroelectrics which display a strong coupling to the electronic system and undergo a pronounced frequency down-shift upon the phase transition from a para-to a ferroelectric phase of the material. [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] A strong coupling between electronic charge and phonon degrees of freedom makes the vibrational frequencies and absorption strength susceptible to both the local electric field strength and electronic correlation effects. Recently, this basic nonequilibrium behavior has been elucidated in nonlinear terahertz (THz) experiments with polycrystalline acetylsalicylic acid (C 9 H 8 O 4 , aspirin). 10 Upon THz excitation of a methyl (CH 3 ) rotational mode which couples strongly to the p-electron system of the aspirin molecules, one observes a strong blue-shift of the rotational frequency from its equilibrium value of 1.1 THz to 1.7 THz. This behavior represents a manifestation of the dynamic breakup of the strong electron-phonon correlations and has been reproduced by theoretical calculations including dynamic local-field correlations. 10, 11 While nonlinear THz spectroscopy maps the nonlinear response of the coupled system, it provides only indirect information on the electronic charge relocations connected with the vibrational excitation.
In this article, we present a study of phonon driven charge relocations in polycrystalline aspirin by femtosecond x-ray powder diffraction. Optically induced coherent motions along the methyl rotational coordinate induce strong changes in the pelectron system of the aspirin molecules. Electronic charge is shifted over interatomic distances on the order of 100 pm, a length scale orders of magnitude larger than the sub-picometer nuclear displacements upon CH 3 rotation. The charge redistribution results in pronounced changes of the electronic dipole moment of the molecular units. The behavior observed here is a direct manifestation of a dynamic hybrid-mode response.
II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS AND RESULTS
At room temperature, aspirin crystallizes in a monoclinic crystal structure (space group P2 1 /c) with four formula units per unit cell [a ¼ 1.1416(5) nm, b ¼ 0.6598(2) nm, c ¼ 1.1483(5) nm, and b ¼ 95.60 (3) ] [ Fig. 1(a) ]. [12] [13] [14] In the prevailing form I of the crystallites, individual molecules form centrosymmetric hydrogenbonded cyclic dimers as shown in Fig. 1(b) , which are stacked along the crystallographic b-axis. The linear absorption spectra of aspirin molecules diluted in liquid solvents and of aspirin crystals display a similar pattern of electronic absorption bands, pointing to a minor electronic coupling of aspirin molecules in the crystal and a localized character of the underlying electronic excitations. 15 The aspirin samples were prepared fresh every day from a finely ground (grain size $1 lm) commercially available starting material (Sigma Aldrich, purity of 99.0%). Tightly pressed pellets of a thickness of $40 lm were placed between two polycrystalline diamond windows ($20 lm thickness) and fixed on a sample holder continuously rotating around an axis parallel to the x-ray beam, with an offset of $300 lm to mitigate potential sample damage due to the pump beam.
The ultrafast diffraction experiments are based on an optical pump/x-ray probe scheme where the sample is optically excited by 70 fs pulses with a center wavelength of 400 nm and a hard x-ray probe pulse is diffracted from the excited sample. 16 Both pump and x-ray probe pulses are derived from an amplified Ti:sapphire laser system delivering sub-50 fs pulses centered at 800 nm with an energy of 5 mJ and a repetition rate of 1 kHz. The optical pump pulses have an energy of 25 lJ and are focused to a spot size of $500 lm, providing a peak intensity I p $ 2 Â 10 11 W/ cm 2 at the sample surface. The sample is electronically excited predominantly via 2-photon absorption of the pump pulses over the bandgap (E g % 4.3 eV). 15 An experimental analysis of the pump geometry of the sample shows that the fractions of pump light backscattered from and transmitted through the powder are both less than 10%. In other words, the powder layer practically absorbs all the incident pump photons. From the absorbed energy per volume, the incident pump photon flux, the molecular weight of aspirin, and the mass density of the powder sample, one estimates a fraction of 1% 6 0.5% of aspirin molecules in the irradiated sample volume which are promoted to the excited state. At this pump level, electronic excitation via nonlinear absorption processes of higher order plays a minor role. The major part (80%) of the 800 nm laser output is focused on a 20 lm thin Cu tape target to generate hard x-ray pulses with a photon energy of 8.04 keV (Cu K a ) and a duration of roughly 100 fs. 17 The emitted x-ray pulses are collected, monochromatized, and focused to an $100 lm spot size at the sample position by a Montel multilayer mirror (Incoatec) providing a flux of $5 Â 10 6 photons/s. Further details of this table-top femtosecond hard x-ray source and the entire experimental setup have been described earlier. 9, 16, 18 The hard x-ray pulses probe the pump-induced structural dynamics in the photoexcited sample. The Cu K a photons diffracted from the sample were recorded in transmission geometry by a large area detector (Pilatus Dectris 1M; pixel size 172 lm Â 172 lm) which allows us to determine the intensity of multiple Debye-Scherrer rings at each delay time simultaneously. The powder diffraction pattern from an unexcited aspirin sample at room temperature is shown in Fig. 2(a) . Integrating over all pixels with identical scattering angle 2h yields 1D powder diffraction patterns as shown in Fig. 2(b) , which allow for an assignment of 15 Bragg peaks to sets of lattice planes.
14 For each individual pump-probe delay, a total integration time of the x-ray detector of 140 s was chosen. Measurements were performed in a random order over 14 days for $1500 different randomly generated delay times with an average 5 fs spacing in-between, covering a total delay range of 8 ps. All-optical cross correlations of the pump pulses with 800 nm pulses traveling along the optical path of the x-ray pulses were measured repeatedly to ensure a proper stacking of data from different days. These procedures in combination were chosen to mitigate the influence of potential long term fluctuations of the laser system. Finally, we sorted all individual data points according to their delay time and then averaged neighboring data points within a 250 to 400 fs interval of delay times.
Upon optical excitation, the angular positions of all observed reflections remain unchanged within the experimental intensity diffracted with and without optical excitation] with standard errors of the mean values from averaging the raw data in the respective bins. The typical period of these oscillations is $1 ps, corresponding to a frequency of $1 THz. The binning of raw data points ensures a sufficiently high signal-to-noise ratio for a faithful reconstruction of the transient electron density via the Maximum Entropy Method detailed below. Averaging the raw data with a reduced bin size, resulting in twice the number of averaged data points, nicely retains the oscillatory signal as indicated by the light gray points in Fig. 2(c) . There are no significant additional high frequency components in the transients with a reduced bin size.
III. RECONSTRUCTION OF TRANSIENT ELECTRON DENSITY MAPS AND CHARGE DYNAMICS
The time dependent intensity changes DI hkl ðtÞ=I 14 The time dependent electron density qðr; tÞ averaged over all crystallites and its change relative to the unperturbed electron density q 0 ðrÞ of aspirin are extracted from the structure factors F hkl ðtÞ by employing the maximum entropy method as implemented in the BayMEM suite of programs. [19] [20] [21] The maximum entropy method maximizes the information entropy S which is defined as S ¼ À P N ðv¼1Þ q v ðtÞ log ðq v ðtÞ=q 0v Þ. The summation runs over a discretized grid of N voxels while fulfilling a set of constraints for the supplied structure factors F hkl ðtÞ. 19 The treatment assumes a preservation of the initial crystal symmetry, as supported by the absence of forbidden reflections in the transient diffraction patterns. As a result, the total electronic charge on the individual aspirin entities is constant.
In Fig. 3 , equilibrium and transient charge density maps are summarized for the plane containing the C 6 rings and the COOH carboxy groups of the aspirin molecules, highlighted by green and blue circles in Fig. 3(a) . Figure 4 displays analogous maps in the plane of the CH 3 CO 2 acetoxy group, highlighted by a red circle in Fig. 4 
(a)
. The differential charge densities reveal a pronounced modulation of charge density with time, close to the original positions of the lattice atoms, which are indicated by black circles. It is important to note that all major changes Dqðr; tÞ are centered on the ground state atomic positions, without a charge transfer to previously unoccupied positions in space. This behavior demonstrates that the molecular arrangement of the ground state crystal structure is preserved and chemical processes are absent, in contrast to other polar materials such as paraelectric ammonium sulfate (NH 4 ) 2 SO 4 .
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In order to gain insight into the coupling between the electronic charge density oscillations and the rotation of the methyl group, we investigated the charge dynamics in a spherical shell around the methyl group in more detail. To this end, we integrated both the stationary and the differential charge density in a spherical shell which is centered at the carbon atom, with a radius of 150 pm and a gaussian radial profile of 50-pm thickness. Figure 5 shows the results plotted in a spherical coordinate system characterized by the angles h and /. The spheres display filet indentations at the solid angles corresponding to the proton positions. The color code represents the stationary charge density [panel (a)] and differential charge density maps [panels (b) t ¼ þ0.24 ps and (c) t ¼ þ0.78 ps] as a function of h and /. Both the stationary electron density and its changes as a function of the pump-probe delay are distinctly asymmetric with respect to the proton positions. In particular, the transient excess charge opposing the protons on the shell is concentrated close to one of the protons with a maximum at a distinctly different solid angle. As a result, the electronic charge density oscillation exerts a net torque on the methyl group which is the basis for the strong coupling between the electronic charge density oscillations and the rotation of the methyl group in the phonon mode of aspirin.
The Dqðr; tÞ maps in Figs. 3 and 4 reveal an oscillatory relocation of charge density involving the electron system of the entire molecule, which is particularly pronounced within the plane containing the carboxy group and the benzene ring. To Structural Dynamics ARTICLE scitation.org/journal/sdy quantify the dynamics of this oscillatory electron relocation in more detail, we determined the change of the integrated charge DQ(t) on individual atoms and different functional groups. To derive DQ(t) on different structural units, the entire unit cell was sub-divided into sub-volumes containing one atom each. This partitioning is based on the unperturbed crystal structure and each point in the unit cell is assigned to the atom nearest to it. Transient atomic charges were then obtained by integration over the respective subvolumes. The charge of the hydrogen atoms was added to the charge of the heavy atoms they are bound to, since their contributions cannot be properly distinguished at the resolution provided by the experiment. The results presented in Fig. 6 reveal pronounced oscillatory changes of local charge on the benzene ring, the acetoxy group, and the carboxy group as a function of delay time. The oscillation frequency is derived from a piece-wise fit of a sinusoidal function to the data points in the time-resolved transients (solid lines).
This procedure results in a total of 9 momentary frequencies for each data point with a positive delay time which is the midpoint of an interval of seven neighboring delay times. The average oscillation frequency has a value of 0.9 6 0.1 THz. The stated uncertainty describes the range of frequency values occurring during the decay of the oscillation. The charge changes on the benzene ring and the acetoxy group occur in phase, while the charge on the carboxy group changes with the opposite phase. This behavior is equivalent to an oscillatory intramolecular charge relocation between the carboxy group and the rest of the molecules and connected with changes of the electronic dipole moment along the axis connecting the carboxy group and the benzene ring. The amplitude of the charge oscillations averaged over all aspirin molecules is on the order of 1% of an elementary charge. Assuming charge transfer only on the excited molecules and taking into account the 1% fraction of excited molecules, the oscillation amplitude per excited molecule is on the order of one elementary charge e, corresponding to a transient change of the electric dipole moment on the order of 1 Debye along the axis connecting the ring structure and the carboxy group. The oscillations are severely damped on a time scale of several picoseconds. This phenomenon is mainly caused by inhomogeneous broadening of phonon frequencies in the polycrystalline sample, as has been discussed in the context of the nonlinear THz experiments on aspirin. 10, 23 
IV. DISCUSSION
The time resolved x-ray diffraction data and the transient charge density maps derived from them reveal periodic motions of electronic charge with an oscillation frequency of 0.9 6 0.1 THz. The oscillations are due to coherent nuclear motions which are generated upon electronic excitation of the aspirin crystallites by the pump pulse. The absence of a time delay in the onset of the oscillations points to an impulsive displacive driving mechanism. 22, 24 In this process, the change of the molecular electron distribution in the excited compared to the ground state modifies the potential of vibrational and rotational modes and induces coherent motions via the electronic deformation potential.
The observed oscillation frequency of 0.9 6 0.1 THz is very close to the methyl rotation frequency in the electronic ground state. In addition to the methyl rotation, there are a number of Structural Dynamics ARTICLE scitation.org/journal/sdy other low-frequency modes, among them the intermolecular hydrogen bond modes of the aspirin dimer structure (Fig. 1 ) 10, 25, 26 which, however, occur at higher frequencies. The frequency of the methyl rotation is strongly red-shifted compared to that of a free methyl rotator, a consequence of its strong coupling to the electronic system. 10 We conclude that the charge oscillations are due to coherent methyl rotations in the crystallites.
The transient electron density maps of Figs. 3 and 4 demonstrate charge relocations on a length scale of 100 pm, comparable to the interatomic distances in the molecular structure. Such distances are much larger than the sub-picometer displacements of vibrational and/or rotational elongations. The mismatch of length scales represents a hallmark of the impact of a hybrid mode on the electronic system. 2, 9 The strong correlation of nuclear and electronic degrees of freedom and the presence of strong local field effects make the polarizable charge distribution highly sensitive to minute changes in atomic positions. The observed behavior bears strong similarity to the early qualitative picture of soft-modes developed by Cochran, 4, 5 here with quantitative insight into charge distributions and their dynamics.
To further validate this picture, we retrieved the transient positions of the carbon and oxygen atoms in the aspirin entities from the time dependent electron density qðr; tÞ, in particular from the core electron density which follows the motion of the respective nucleus. This is done by fitting a three-dimensional gaussian distribution to the high core electron density in the transient electron density maps. The sub-picometer displacements connected with the 0.9 6 0.1 THz methyl rotations are complemented by motions of the carbon and oxygen atoms in the aspirin molecule with similar amplitudes (Fig. 7) . As is evident from the data in Fig. 4 , the hydrogen atoms of the CH 3 groups are not discernible with the resolution provided by the experimental density maps and, thus, one cannot follow their motion upon excitation. Instead, the transient in Fig. 7(b) reflects the motion of the entire CH 3 group from its ground state position Dr CH3 . An analysis of its momentary position reveals that it mainly oscillates along a line roughly perpendicular to the C(1)-C(2) bond and roughly parallel to the C(1)-H(1a) bond in the plane of Fig. 4 (schematically indicated by an arrow) .
The onset of the carbon displacements in Fig. 7 (a) and of the methyl motion shown in Fig. 7 (a) occurs in phase within the first 0.25 ps, i.e., there is no mutual delay in the nuclear response of different parts of the aspirin molecules. This observation is in line with a picture in which the relocation of electronic charge follows the methyl displacement adiabatically, leading to a synchronous change of the vibrational potential along different atomic coordinates. As the sub-50 fs time scale of carbon motions is much shorter than the methyl rotation period, the different nuclei adopt to their momentary position well within the time resolution of the present experiment and the motions appear to be in phase. It should be noted that the maximum change of the total charge on the methyl group occurs only in the second half cycle of the methyl oscillation [ Fig. 6(c) ], suggesting that the contribution of the methyl group to the total periodically shifted charge is limited.
A transient position change of the carboxy group affects the hydrogen bond length in the aspirin dimer. To assess this potential geometry change, we plot the transient change of the OHÁ Á ÁO distance Dd OÀO in Fig. 7(c) . The absolute displacements are similar to those of the other atoms and of the methyl group, i.e., the elongation by several hundreds of femtometers is small compared to the length of the hydrogen bonds of 262 pm. Thus, there are minor changes of hydrogen bond strength upon excitation of the methyl rotation.
In conclusion, the hybrid-mode character of the 1-THz methyl rotation in polycrystalline aspirin is manifested in pronounced relocations of electronic charge on a length scale of interatomic distances or covalent chemical bonds. The present study adds in-depth structural information to recent work in which the nonlinear vibrational response in the electronic ground state of aspirin has been studied by ultrafast twodimensional THz spectroscopy in conjunction with high level theoretical calculations. 10 A combination of THz excitation with x-ray diffraction probing holds strong potential to unravel the hybrid-mode-induced charge dynamics in the ground state of aspirin and soft-mode dynamics in ferroelectric materials.
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
See supplementary material for an animation that illustrates the phonon driven oscillatory charge relocation in an acetylsalicylic acid molecule.
